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Introduction

In the modern history of labor in the Persian Gulf, structural economic changes,

particularly the decline of pearl diving, date farming, and later on the rise of oil, are salient

features. These industries correspond to the different trends of migration into the Persian Gulf,

from a regional and seasonal system of migration to a modern capitalist system. Much of the

literature on the formation of the modern Gulf labor institution perceives the advent of oil

exploration as the first modern labor system in the region, as oil companies owned by Britain or

the US shipped in workers from Asia, Europe, and other Arab states. However, there are few

studies that address the role of colonialism in these developments, which is often the driving

force behind capitalist development and resource extraction that eventually lead to changes in

these labor institutions. The Persian Gulf was essentially a “British Lake” throughout the

nineteenth and early twentieth century today, and its specific political, economic, and diplomatic

ties with Britain extend until today. Colonialism overlooked the economic changes in the Persian

Gulf as British colonialism facilitated global trade links for Gulf commodities and founded the

first modern companies. Colonialism was also involved in the regulations and abolitions of slave

trading, and later the early forms of workers ID control, which was an early version of the

sponsorship system today. Ultimately, it played a crucial role in restructuring trends in migration,

population makeup, and treatments of workers in the modern Persian Gulf. In this thesis, I study

how British colonialism shapes modern governance of the migrant worker in the Persian Gulf.

While the British in the Gulf was technically an informal colony, it set many structural, legal,

and social precedents for the governing of foreign workers in the Gulf today. And while it made

few actual social changes to domestic labor practices in the Gulf throughout the 19th and early

20th centuries, its legal precedents provided a legacy that modern labor laws are based on. 
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I look at the emergence of the modern mode of labor governance in the Persian Gulf

through the perspective of colonialism, economics, and globalization. The 19th century form of

slavery in the Gulf demonstrates more continuity with labor camps in the 20th century and the

workers camps in the contemporary kafala system than with Arab slavery from the previous

centuries. The dependence on global demands also caused rapid structural changes to the labor

system, along with intervening regulation from the British. Labor was increasingly less governed

by local customs and by the Sharia but required the blanket policies of colonial governance. Both

19th century slavery and waged labor were forms of labor are reflective of the increasing

connectivity of the Gulf regional economy to the global economy, where regional production

became increasingly dependent on the whims of global demand. Because of this dependence, the

free and enslaved workers had little choice about the work they can do, and the line often blurred

between the two.

I argue that the era of British colonialism caused a restructuring of regional labor

institutions into a system of capitalist mass labor. Despite the efforts of abolition and the

suppression of slave trading, British commercial and geopolitical interests often won out in the

region, especially when the Gulf locales often rejected abolition efforts. This era saw the

formation of governance methods for mass, low skill, single male migrant workers to meet

international labor and trade demands. This includes the demographic changes to target workers

from vulnerable backgrounds in colonial territories, the rise of the passport and sponsorship

regime, and the segregation and maltreatment of the Asian laborer.
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How to look at the “Pax Britannica” and its impact on labor?

The 19th century marks the highest extent of British colonial power across the world

along with the emergence of its domination of the Persian Gulf region. Popular estimates are that

by 1913, the empire looked over a population of over 400 million people, stretching over as

much as 23% of the world’s land area. Nonetheless, Britain’s dominance was realized at sea,

where the British Navy’s defeat of France’s army in the Anglo-French imperial struggle spelled

the beginning of Britain’s imperial decade.1 Its other major rivals, Russia, the US, and the Dutch,

were by then straddled by conflicts in their own regions of colonization. Britain’s naval force in

the Indian Ocean remained unchallenged by any serious opponent until 1905, which gave it the

power to discourage piracy and facilitate trade.2 Because of the lack of imperial competition, the

British navy was dispersed across the empire with two major functions: to deny rivals influence

in neighboring regions and to protect British commercial interests in regions that don’t follow

European conventions.3 The Persian Gulf was a hotspot for this second function, as the British

had an increasing interest in policing what it considered piracy by local states.

The history of labor and colonialism in the 19th century is fraught and highly debated.

The common narrative of the era was that the British entered the region and abolished the

regional Arab slave trade. These narratives are often based off British colonial archives, which

condemned Arab slavery and frequently evoked the various anti-slavery treaties with Gulf rulers.

In economic terms, this corresponded with the declinist model of the Middle Eastern economy, in

which previous economic affluence, political domination, and expansion declined in the 19th

3 Hyam, 17.

2 Hyam, 14.

1 R Hyam, Britain’s Imperial Century, 1815-1914: A Study of Empire and Expansion (Springer, 2002), 15.
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century.4 The reason for this decline, as often cited by western historians, was due to failures and

excess in leadership, which eventually led to Western domination of the region. The classic case

for this theory was the Ottoman empire, the most common target of the orientalist notion of the

oriental despot. Specifically, in the Gulf, this fed a popular conception of the region’s history as a

political and economic backwater “until suddenly in the 1930s oil was discovered in the Gulf” by

British oil companies.5 Hence, the labor migration of foreign workers to work for the oil industry

is portrayed as a separate phenomenon of modern capitalism, completely unrelated to the

institution of slavery that the British supposedly abolished.

Paradoxically, this narrative fails to account for the increased number of slave traffic in

the Gulf in the 19th century. Because of the lack of any precise documentation of the slave trade

to the Persian Gulf, historians rely on colonial officials and Western travelers who produced a

range of high estimates. Colonial and early post-colonial histories of the 1880s had low estimates

of 15,000 to 20,000 in average annual exports of slaves from East Africa to Arabia, while the

high estimates were in the 80,000s.6 In the late 20th century, post-colonial historians began to find

ways to reconcile the paradox and revised these numbers to around 2500 annually before the

1830s and to around 6000 between the 1830s and 1870s.7 For a long time, the unchallenged

solution to this paradox was to argue that Western observers had grossly overestimated the extent

of the slave trade from East Africa. Abdul Sheriff’s landmark work Slaves, Spices & Ivory in

7 Hopper, 36.

6 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 34.

5 Kristian Ulrichsen, The Gulf States in International Political Economy (Palgrave, 2016),
https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9781137385604.

4 Matthew Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia” (PhD Dissertation, University of California
Los Angeles, 2006), 21.
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Zanzibar argues that the slave trade was, in fact, in decline in the 19th century, and that the

supposed overestimation of British officials and visitors were a product of overzealousness to

adopt wider ambitions in the Western Indian Ocean of the Palmerton government in Britain in

the 1840s.8 Hopper, however, challenges the Sheriff’s use of incomplete statistics from Muscat

and Kharg islands from 1831 to 1841 by then applying it to the whole 19th century. Furthermore,

neither Muscat or Kharg were central to the nineteenth-century slave trade route, where import

slaves often landed in Sur, and was only perceived as primary ports for slave imports by David

Wilson, the British Residence in the Gulf.9 Sheriff’s inconsistent picking-and-choosing of British

statistics failed to challenge the general consensus that slave trading picked up pace in the mid

1800s.

Furthermore, the model of Gulf economic decline contradicted with the rise of the

labor-intensive date farming and pearl diving industries in the Persian Gulf, which British

shipping companies immensely profited from. Like the rest of the world, the Middle East shifted

into exporting specialty products to the Western market in the 19th century. From the Gulf, the

Western demand for dates expanded and absorbed an already existing regional trading system.10

Dates allowed for the extension of trade and import of agriculture goods from India in

date-producing regions of Basra, Al-Hasa, and Oman. The fardh variety of date became part of

the American Thanksgiving tradition, and by 1885 Americans imported $382,267 of dates

annually.11 Likewise, the labor-intensive date plantations in Batinah, the main date producing

11 Hopper, 114.

10 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 106.

9 Matthew Hopper, “Slavery and the Slave Trades in the Indian Ocean and Arab Worlds: Global
Connections and Disconnections” (10th Annual Gilder Lehrman Center International Conference, Yale
University: Yale University, 2008), 17.

8 Abdul Sheriff, Slaves, Spices, and Ivory in Zanzibar (Boydell & Brewer, 1987).
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region of Oman, was absorbing the majority of slaves arriving in the Gulf in the nineteenth and

early twentieth century. On the other side of the Persian Gulf in places like Bahrain, Qatar, and

the Trucial States (the emirates that will constitute modern day UAE), pearl diving thrived at the

same time as the major mode of economic production. Between the mid nineteenth century until

the collapse of the Gulf Pearl industry in the 1920s, men of all backgrounds, whether locals,

slaves, or freedmen, were involved in the annual pearl diving, taking on debt burden to finance

their three annual trips.12

There is also the common conception that British colonialism in the region was largely

hands off, which left the governance of labor within each Gulf sheikhdom much in the dictation

of the Sharia. However, by the mid 20th century, this supposed “hands-off” colonialism of the

Persian Gulf had already evolved into a system that facilitated British legal encroachment with

the existence of dual British and local courts. The structural changes in labor across the Gulf

meant that the British, as the regional dominating power, was heavily involved in finding

methods of labor governance that could cover many territories. The British treatment of laborers

in the Gulf also has features of its perception of labor governance in its other colonies like in

America, China, or India. Until recently, analyses of colonial methods of labor control, especially

in relation to modern labor governance, was not commonplace in scholarship about labor in the

Persian Gulf. The single work that has attempted this was Omar Alshehabi’s 2019 study Policing

Labour in Empire: the modern origins of the Kafala sponsorship system in the Gulf Arab States,

which argues that the modern labor sponsorship system in the Gulf was actually a product of

12 Mark Hobbs, “Divers Are a Pearl’s Best Friend: Pearl Diving in the Gulf 1840s–1930s,” December 18,
2014,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/divers-are-pearl%E2%80%99s-best-friend-pearl-diving-gulf-1840s%E2%80%931
930s.
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British seasonal labor policies for pearl divers.13 Alshehabi further argues that the sponsorship

system continued directly into the era of oil, and spread from Bahrain to the rest of the Gulf

states.14 While Alshehabi’s study identified a crucial gap in the Gulf labor literature and

effectively traced British policies using newly available information from the British Library,

there is still much room to connect it to the growing literature on the structural changes

throughout the British era.

Understanding these contradictory narratives requires analysis of the overlapping agendas

of British colonialism. Historians of the British empire have long tried to craft a single narrative

of British colonial expansion in the 19th century. For the years between the 50s and 80s, the

dominating model was Robinson and Gallanger’s idea of “low cost ‘imperialism of free trade’.”

It portrays a hands-off mode of economic extraction by the British government, where the

metropolitan center of the empire is connected to its peripheries by economic ties, and trade

follows the flag.15 Later, the Cain and Hopkins model of “gentlemanly capitalism” became the

driving force of understanding. This model argues that instead of the British “official minds,” it

was instead operated by the “gentlemen” in the business world centered in London.16 These two

models confined the British empires to its commercial ventures and imagined a geography that

operates around a center (Britain) while the colonies remain as less significant peripheries. While

these theories may well represent to an extent the commercial ventures of the British, it cannot

16 P.J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins, British Imperialism, 3rd ed. (Routledge, 2016).

15 John Gallagher and Ronald Robinson, “The Imperialism of Free Trade,” The Economic History Review
6, no. 1 (1953): 1–15.

14 AlShehabi.

13 Omar AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System
in the Gulf Arab States,” British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, February 27, 2019,
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13530194.2019.1580183?af=R&journalCode=cbjm20.
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answer why some colonies established colonial governments or, for instance, the problematic

abolition efforts of the British. One source of this weakness is the assumption that the

relationship between Britain and its colonies is only top down, without considering the

exchanges with the colonies that result in vastly different colonial projects in different locations.

In the Persian Gulf alone, the British authorities’ own abolition efforts contradicted its own

interest in political alliances with local sheikhs and commercial gains through regional exports.

New imperial histories are grasping with these increasingly perplexing processes in

colonialism. In Imperial Circuits and Networks: Geographies of the British Empire, Alan Lester

explains how imperial histories have challenged these past models to better represent the

interactions that happen within colonial projects.17 New imperial history acknowledges the

existence of overlapping colonial projects that overlap existing networks that were present before

British colonialism. “Rather, the agendas of colonial interests, their representations of colonized

places and peoples and their practices in relation to them, were not only differentiated, but also

often constructed in opposition to each other.”18 For instance, British colonial sources vacillated

between the description of Arab slavery as benign and paternal to criticism of the Arab world as

a cruel and endless pit for slaves from East Africa. The other contribution of new imperial

historians to the analysis of labor institutions is the notion of the colonial networks. Without

inflating the inventiveness of the British, this conception describes the introduction of British

imperial interests into regional networks that already existed. British governance was “layered on

top of pre-colonial networks,” and even “fundamentally disrupted and restructured” existing

18 Lester.

17 Alan Lester, “Imperial Circuits and Networks: Geographies of the British Empire,” History Compass 4,
no. 1 (2006): 124–41.
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institutions.19 These are networks of knowledge, practices, governance, and thoughts, that

connected the metropole to colony, and colonies to colonies. These two modes of thinking about

imperialism illustrate my following two chapters on colonial and labor governance in the middle

east.

I am also informed by Lisa Lowe’s The Intimacies of Four Continents, a

multidisciplinary work that discusses the intertwining of British conception of liberalism,

colonialism, and oppression of its colonized people. 20 Lowe’s work is created with the same

spirit of a networked notion of empire, where the experience of empire in different localities are

intricately linked and in parts justify one another. I am particularly influenced by her analysis of

how nominal notions of freedom of the indentured worker helped the British uphold the

profitable capitalist division of labor. She used the example of the Chinese and Indian coolie,

representing the construction of a nominally free class of Asian labor as an effort to racially and

socially distinguish a class of worker from white Europeans and black slaves. The coolies, which

was also used to refer to Arab and Asian laborers in the Gulf, were actively kept divided from

black freed people to avoid any intimacy between contracted immigrants, freed slaves, or

slave-descendants.21 This colonial conception is intimately linked to the nominal freedom of

slaves freed by the British navy, and the export of South Asian labor to the Persian Gulf.

Chapter 1 grapples with the contradictory projects of British colonialism in the Gulf and

their impact on the regional labor system. The competing agendas of colonialism were the

promotion of commercial interests, the formation of political alliances to ward off imperial

rivals, and the abolition of slavery. I will discuss the history of British anti-slavery efforts, which

21 Lowe.

20 Lisa Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents (Duke University Press, 2015).

19 Lester.
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had the contradictory goals of both protecting trade interests of its own merchants and allies,

whose economic activities facilitated the rise of mass slave labor, and abolition. I will also

discuss the local limitations to British power that dictates how these competing interests played

out. With the onset of colonialism, globalization of regional trade routes to meet Western demand

restructured the existing system of slavery and labor across the Western Indian Ocean.

Production demands for these industries caused a rocketing of labor demands that manifested in

the dominance of slavery in regional trade. Furthermore, whereas before slaves used to be

features of conspicuous consumption for the rich, in the nineteenth century their labor became

the key part of the dominant modes economic production of Gulf sheikhdoms. It was a much

easier ordeal for British officials to promote trade interests than to police the slave trade, which

tested their military and financial capabilities and strained the relationship with their allies. The

result was a meager effort in the suppression of slavery, which left freedmen at the same or

worse conditions than before. Ultimately, both the slaves and the free workers fell into systems

of mass labor that depended on the whims of international trade.

Chapter 2 analyzes the methods of capitalist colonial labor governance that influenced

modern norms in the Persian Gulf. The British governance of labor in the Gulf was both a

reaction to the local conditions and a product of its past colonial experience. By the time of the

structural changes in slavery in the Persian Gulf, British colonialists already had the experience

of abolition of slavery and the replacement of slave labor with indentured servants in its other

colonies. I explore the changing demographic of workers, which changed from mainly East

African to South Asians through existing links with British India. Then, I analyze the rise of the

sponsorship system, which today is referred to as kafala, with its continuity through the pearl

diving to the oil industry. These policies blurred the line of the enslaved and free workers and
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subjected them to similar financial and spatial constraints. I end the chapter with the analysis of

workers’ treatment and classification within the oil companies, which provide the frameworks

for the ways that workers are governed based on nationality and skin color today.
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Chapter 1: British colonialism’s impact on the structure of labor in the

Gulf

Background: The Rise of British dominance in the Persian Gulf

Because of its strategic position, the Gulf played an important role in ensuring British

imperial interest in the Middle East and South Asia. South Asia had long been part of the Indian

Ocean Trade network that included the Persian Gulf, and the East India Company had traded

with Persia through the Gulf since the seventeenth century.22 British presence in Gulf waters

grew in the early 1800s, initially because of the need to protect its trading ships. Previously,

British ships had often avoided the Southern Arab Gulf due to piracy, and merchants often relied

on local Arab, Persian, and Indian merchants to trade pearls.23 Nicole Crisp argues that this

“piracy” often involves slave-trading, which is a factor that attracted British interest in slave

labor in the Gulf.24 Britain only began significant intervention in Gulf affairs when it came into

competition with the regional presence of France in Egypt (1798 - 1801) and Persia (1807-1809).

This is when the Gulf sheikhdoms began their status as buffer states for the British against its

rivals, first against the French and later against the Ottoman empire. Ultimately, British

engagement in the Gulf in the 19th century was what James Onley calls an “economic policy

with political motive.”25 With the rise of regional trade originating from British India, the British

25 Onley, The Arabian Frontier of the British Raj: Merchants, Rulers, and the British in the
Nineteenth-Century Gulf, 34.

24 Nicole Crisp, “Slaves, Sheikhs, and Sovereignty: British Imperial Sovereignty versus a Sheikh’s Local
Autonomy in the Trucial States in 1931,” Footnotes: A Journal of History 3, no. 0 (2019): 51–65.

23 James Onley, The Arabian Frontier of the British Raj: Merchants, Rulers, and the British in the
Nineteenth-Century Gulf (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 33.

22 J.B Kelly, “The British Position in the Persian Gulf,” The World Today 20, no. 6 (1964): 238–49.
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expanded its interest to the surrounding regions that were also part of the Indian Ocean trading

network. However, it took the political threat of its imperial rivals France to make this interest

materialize into interventionist policies. After it made its first established a treaty of special

relationship with Oman in 1798, British power evolved from trade protectionism to complete

control of Gulf affairs throughout the nineteenth century.

British rule spread gradually through a series of treaties that granted it diplomatic,

military, and eventually legal power among Gulf sheikhdoms. In 1853, Britain and the Gulf

sheikhdoms signed the Perpetual Maritime Truce, which required that Gulf rulers rescind their

rights to wage war in exchange for British protection.26 The truce formalizes several truces

previously signed with individual sheikhdoms and effectively establishes a “Pax Britannica” in

the Gulf, meaning peace under the common recognition that Britain wields the highest political

power in the region. Later, treaties of exclusivity were signed with Bahrain in 1880 and 1892,

Oman in 1891, with the Trucial States in 1892, and with Qatar in 1916,27 which turned these

sheikhdoms into British protectorates and gave Britain the control of their international relations.

However, for unclear political reasons, Britain only publicly proclaimed their protectorate status

in 1949.28 The Gulf Residency was led by the Political Resident, who had judicial jurisdiction

based on a series of Order in Council made separately for each territory.29

29 Herbert Liebesny, “Administration and Legal Development in Arabia: The Persian Gulf Principalities,”
Middle East Journal 10, no. 1 (1956): 33–42.

28 Onley, The Arabian Frontier of the British Raj: Merchants, Rulers, and the British in the
Nineteenth-Century Gulf, 26.

27 AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the
Gulf Arab States,” 1–20.

26 Paul Lagasse, “Persian Gulf,” in The Columbia Encyclopedia, 2018.
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The Political Residency relied on collaboration with local Arab rulers to implement its

policies and relied on affluent Indian, Arab, and Persian merchants who served as its “native

agents.” These native agents provided the Political Resident intelligence on local developments

and eventually became official political representatives.30 The British reliance on native agents

was due to the inability for British officers to live in the Gulf’s extreme climate and living

conditions, earning it the reputation of “the white man’s grave”.31 The second constraint was

financial, since a Residency does not have the tax base of a colonial government like British

India.32 British trading firms in the Gulf also followed this practice, utilizing the lower wages of

the native population. This dependency on local political and economic players meant that the

British needed to keep much of the local political systems intact. In terms of legal administration,

this resulted in a system of legal duality between the British courts and local courts, which

sometimes contradicted each other. Although the Gulf was never a formal colonial territory of

the British Empire, it was governed under the same colonial ideologies and colonial legal

traditions as any other British territory. Onley argues that the British “maintained the fiction” that

the Gulf was only loosely connected to the British empire, as many British officials in the region

acknowledged that the Gulf was “certainly British” despite not being formally a part of the

British Empire.33

The traffic of the globalized worker

33 Onley, 2.
32 Onley, 70.

31 Onley, 68.

30 Onley, The Arabian Frontier of the British Raj: Merchants, Rulers, and the British in the
Nineteenth-Century Gulf, 65.
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The era of British colonialism saw the integration of the Gulf’s regional economic system

into a global system of trade. In this section, I explain how this system works and its impact on

the labor institutions in the Gulf. Recent scholarship has challenged the notion that oil marked

the Gulf’s first experience with modern, Western-dominated global capitalism. Rather, the

systematic changes in the regional economy in the 19th century, facilitated by colonial expansion,

created the first wave of capitalist globalization along with a mass labor force to cater to global

demands. The changes in Arab slavery in the 19 th century Gulf is directly correlated to the

changing global economy of the time.34 As the Gulf became incorporated into the wider world’s

economy, producers responded with increasing production of commodities, which in response

corresponded to the increase in demands for slave labor. Hopper describes how this structural

change in labor is similar to other regions in the world that conformed to global patterns of

consumption, meaning that it had little to do with the “Islamic” or “Arab” nature of the slave

trade.35 In relation to these findings about capitalist integration of the Gulf in the 19th century, I

argue that slavery in this era was the first institution of labor that felt the impact of British

imperialism. I also argue that British anti-slavery efforts were half-hearted and futile due to

Britain’s own political economic interests and limitations. This forced workers to continue

feeding the colonial commercial machine, where the freed and enslaved alike had few choices

but to work in the most profitable export industries. This is a manifestation of British’s own

competing colonial agendas, of which its commercial interests often dominate.

Slavery had always been a fixture of Persian Gulf societies and any territory that was a

part of the Indian Ocean trade network, which connected population centers in Africa, Europe,

35 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 29.

34 Robert Harms, “Introduction,” in Indian Ocean Slavery in the Age of Abolition, ed. Robert Harms,
Bernard Freamon, and David Blight, 2013, 1–23.
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and all the way to East Asia. The rise of Islam provided a commonality that facilitated the trade

and the governance of slavery, which provided slaves with certain protections. In the Arab world,

accounts of East African slaves rebelling in Iraq were found from as early as 869, but it’s likely

that the slave trade began much earlier.36 While East Africa became the dominant origin of slaves

in the 19th century, slaves had also historically been transported westward from Eastern Europe,

Far East, the steppes, South Asia, Balochistan, and other centers of the Middle East.37 Gwyn

Campbell estimated that slaves could have made up 20-30 percent of Indian Ocean societies,

with some reaching up to 50 percent.38

In the 19th century, the demographics of slavery and its form in the Arab world was

completely restructured. Most enslaved people were brought to the Persian Gulf from East Africa

by Arab, Indian, and African traders. During this era slave trading began to dominate the

economic value of the Western Indian Ocean trade. Before this, slaves used to mainly be

“symbols of conspicuous consumption” for the rich, with mainly female slaves of diverse

Eurasian backgrounds serving sexual or domestic roles.39 Smaller numbers of male slaves

manned pearling boats, farms, armies, and all types of labor. Yet by the nineteenth century,

African male laborers in pearl diving and date farming, industries that were markers of

increasingly globalization links to the Western worlds, began to overwhelm other modes of

39 Gwyn Campbell, “Servitude and the Changing Face of the Demand for Labor in the Indian Ocean
World, c. 1800–1900,” in Indian Ocean Slavery in the Age of Abolition, ed. Robert Harms, Bernard
Freamon, and David Blight (Yale University Press, 2013), 23–44.

38 Gwyn Campbell, Structure of Slavery in Indian Ocean Africa and Asia (Routledge, 2003), ix.

37 Bernard Freamon, “Straight, No Chaser: Slavery, Abolition, and Modern Islamic Thought,” in Indian
Ocean Slavery in the Age of Abolition, ed. Robert Harms, Bernard Freamon, and David Blight (Yale
University Press, 2013), 66.

36 Harms, “Introduction,” 4.
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slavery.40 In demographic terms, this marks the beginning of the archetype of the male bachelor

laborer in the Gulf.

This structural change in slavery in corresponds to the globalization processes happening

in the 19th century. The rise in global trade in the nineteenth century is what economic historians

are increasingly referring to as the first wave of globalization.41 The most prominent feature of

this globalization wave is the integration of the commodity market, which is statistically inferred

by the inter-continental convergence of commodity prices.42 Other features include the lowering

of trade costs with the advance of the industrial revolution, a decreased barrier to trade, and

diminished transport time for commodities. Locales all over the Western Indian Ocean, similar to

the rest of the world, became specialized in producing commodities for exports. In Egypt,

agricultural output increased 700% between 1830 and 1873 and nearly doubled in between 1872

and 1899, and so did tobacco production in the Ottoman empire.43 In Lebanon, the value of silk

production doubled between the 1870s and 1890s, and in Tunisia olive production doubled

between 1881 and 1938.44 For the Persian Gulf, demand for cloves, ivory, dates, and pearls

transformed the region’s economy and increased its dependence on slave trading.

The rise of supply of slaves from East Africa to the Arab world is related to the rise of the

East African slave trade and plantation complex. Most slaves in the Arab world came from

Zanzibar, which witnessed a clove boom in the 1840s after an Omani merchant smuggled cloves

44 Hopper, 105.

43 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 105.

42 Kevin O’Rourke, “Europe and the Causes of Globalization, 1790 to 2000,” in From Europeanization of
the Globe to the Globalization of Europe, ed. H Kierzkowski (Palgrave, 2002).

41 David Jacks, “What Drove 19th Century Commodity Market Integration?,” Explorations in Economic
History 43, no. 3 (2006): 383–412.

40 Campbell.
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into the territory, and after rising demand for ivory throughout the 1800s.45 The British were

among the Americans and Europeans whose purchases of cloves and ivories fueled these slave

plantations. The industrial revolution created a new Western bourgeois middle class who could

afford the increasing conspicuous consumption of global commodities. Ivory was used to

manufacture billiard balls and piano keys, and exotic spices like cloves and nutmegs gained

popularity. Indian financiers from British India were the main investors for Arab planters who

borrowed money to purchase more slaves to work the plantations.46 A result of this rise in

slavery is the export of slaves from Zanzibar across the Western Indian Ocean. In Indian Ocean

Slavery in the Age of Abolition, Robert Harms describes a complex global trading pattern in the

region at the time, where commodities flowed to Europe and the United States, while labor

flowed across Africa and the Arab world. 47

While the rise of the plantation complex in East Africa explains the increased supply for

slaves, it does not explain the increased demand for slaves in the Persian Gulf throughout the

colonial era. Again, we have to address the notion that the Gulf was an economic “backwater”

until the discovery of oil. Hopper and Abdul Sheriff had the mutual criticism of colonial

historians who assumed that the Arab world was “a convenient bottomless pit that allegedly

consumed any number of slaves that their lively imagination cared to conjure up.”48 This

perspective reduced the demand for slaves in the Gulf as purely due to religious, cultural factors

instead of economic needs. Hopper suggests that this was fueled by a Western conception of

Islamic slavery, where Arabs depended heavily on “elite slaves” in nonproductive roles like

48 Sheriff, Slaves, Spices, and Ivory in Zanzibar.
47 Harms, 8.
46 Harms, 6.

45 Harms, “Introduction,” 6.
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soldiers, eunuchs, or harem slaves. However, records of trade from the region shows increased

British shipping activity and strongly suggests that the Gulf was also going through the same

commodity market integration as in the rest of the Indian Ocean network. Furthermore, despite

the lack of discussion on the role of economic factors in the proliferation of slavery in British

colonial records, slaves’ first-hand accounts from British manumission court-proceedings point

to specific economic centers in the Gulf that were absorbing the majority of slave traffic for date

farming and pearl diving.

Dates was the first Gulf cash crop that was absorbed into the global market in the

nineteenth century. Before the 19th century, a regional date trading system connected date

farming hotspots like Basra (Iraq), Al-Hasa, and Oman to other regions of the Indian Ocean, of

which India was the largest outlet.49 With the onset of European and American demand for dates

in the late nineteenth century, American trading ships to Zanzibar began to visit Muscat for local

produce. The fardh date variety, which ripens each August, caught the American appetite and

would arrive in New York by each November to become a part of American thanksgiving

tradition.50 As early as the 1830s, the US began to replace India as the biggest destination for

Arab date exports. W.J. Towell, a British-founded then later American-run export company in

Muscat, was established in 1866 for the sole purpose of shipping Omani dates. The shipping

journey was drastically cut short with the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, which diversified

the selection of dates merchants were bringing to America. To satisfy demand, merchants also

imported dates from Basra on top of Omani dates. By 1885, Americans were importing 10

50 Hopper, 12.

49 Hopper, “Slavery and the Slave Trades in the Indian Ocean and Arab Worlds: Global Connections and
Disconnections.”
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million pounds of dates annually, and by 1903-1913, that number rose to 20-30 million pounds.51

Furthermore, with the advent of faster steamships, each year competing vessels, mostly German

or British, gathered in Basra and Muscat to pick up the first date shipments to America.52

Like in Zanzibar, Indian financiers have provided funding for date plantations to Oman

since the seventeenth century. The drastic integration of the Omani date industry into a capitalist

cash crop system in the nineteenth century, however, had much to do with British tactics of

geopolitical control. Traditionally, Banyans (the term referring to non-Muslim Indian financers)

had always confined themselves in their own quarters in Oman and Zanzibar and did not have

the right to land ownership per Omani tribal laws. Rivalry with Arab merchants led to Banyans

being tolerated only for trading purposes because they were the sole trade intermediaries

entrusted by Britain and previously by the Portuguese.53 Bhacker argues that British

interventionist policies in the nineteenth century enforced British legal notions and estranged

Omani Arabs and Swahilis to the point that they had to give up their lands for Indian and British

ownership in exchange for commercial benefits.54 These policies of ownership stemmed largely

from British concerns over Oman’s potential alliances with its imperial rivals like the US, which

signed a trade treaty with the Omani sheikhs, and Portugal.

The major region of date expansion in the Gulf was Batinah, Oman, a coastal region that

became the landing ground for the majority of enslaved people from East Africa sent to the Gulf.

54 M. Reda Bhacker, Trade and Empire in Muscat and Zanzibar (Routledge, 1992).

53 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 139.

52 The Kitchen Sisters and Lisa Morehouse, “Forbidding Fruit: How America Got Turned On To The
Date,” NPR, June 10, 2014,
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2014/06/10/320346869/forbidding-fruit-how-america-got-turned-on-t
o-the-date.

51 Hopper, 13.
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The region also housed smaller numbers of slaves born to slave parents in Batinah, slaves resold

from other Gulf regions, or slaves who were kidnapped in the Gulf themselves. Despite being the

densest vegetated area in Oman, Batinah planters had to use the zijrah elevated well system to

irrigate crops because it had no flow of water from natural mountain streams. The labor-intensive

process used slave labor to work around the clock to water each plant. Laborers also had to

constantly maintain the date palms, hand-pollinated, and when the fruit was ripe harvested them.

Batinah eventually became a sort of “seasoning ground” where new slaves were shipped to to be

socialized and forced into a servile attitude.55 Accounts of kidnapped slaves at British courts in

the early 1900s often include a several years of work in Batinah before being sold to other

owners all over the gulf.56 It is also important to note that despite Batinah’s centrality in the date

trade, date gardens all over the Persian Gulf were also being formed and absorbing slave labor to

smaller extents. For instance, between 1899 and 1906 the value of date export from Bahrain also

increased two and-a-half times.57

On the Eastern side of the Gulf in Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, and the Trucial States, profits

from pearl diving accounted for most of the economic growth and integration of the nineteenth

century. Pearl fashion used to be a staple for British royalty and noble women in the 1500s and

1600s and made a return in the nineteenth hundred under the reign of Victoria. She was known

for always wearing a pearl bracelet in public appearances and the recovery of the Hanoverian

pearls, originally given by Pope Clemens VII to Catharine of Medici, from the King of

57 Ulrichsen, The Gulf States in International Political Economy, 16–17.

56 Jerzy Zdanowski, Speaking with Their Own Voices: The Stories of Slaves in the Persian Gulf in the 20th
Century (Cambridge Scholars, 2014), 21.

55 Hopper, 140.
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Hanover.58 Following Victoria’s death, minor royals like Edward VII and his wife Alexandra,

princess of Wales, continued to popularize pearl fashion.59 At the same time, the trend caught on

with the new Western bourgeoise who were beginning to assert their status by outward displays

of wealth. All over Europe and America, fashion magazines and department stores heavily

marketed precious stones to consumers who were willing to pay increasingly high prices for

them.60 Pearl in particular even surpassed diamond as the gem for fashionable women.61

The Gulf, whose pearl commodity was already popular regionally before the nineteenth

century, became the global leader in pearl production. By the early twentieth century, the Gulf

produced around half of the world’s pearl, while Ceylon, which stood at second place, only

produced 15 percent.62 In Bahrain, where there was a major regional pearl diving hub, the value

of pearl exports increased 800 percent between 1873-1906. The profit from pearl mobilized men

from all backgrounds in the Gulf to take part in the seasonal diving trips. Lorimer noted in the

gazetteer of the Persian Gulf that divers were poor Arabs, enslaved and freed East African, along

with Baluchi slaves, Persians, and increasingly respectable Arabs who were attracted by profit.63

When local labor was not enough, traders founded the business of kidnapping young boys and

63 John Lorimer, Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, Oman and Central Arabia (British Government, 1908),
2228.

62 Hopper, 190.
61 Hopper, 189.

60 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 188.

59 “Kate Middleton’s Diamond and Pearl Necklace Is Seriously Historic,” Harper’s Bazaar Singapore,
October 24, 2018,
https://www.harpersbazaar.com.sg/life/kate-middletons-diamond-and-pearl-necklace-is-seriously-historic/
.
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Queen,” Beyond the Yalla Dog (blog), n.d.,
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selling them as slaves to work on pearl boats. Slaves occupied the tougher positions on diving

boats like diving, while other crew members were haulers or navigators. The economic

dependency of the region on pearl is often evoked with William Palgrave’s recalling of Sheikh

Mohammed bin Thani of Qatar’s saying, “We are all from the highest to the lowest slaves of one

master, Pearl.”64 Indeed, most of the working population in the region was involved in pearl

diving.

Slavery made an exceptionally profitable investment for pearl traders. Masters could earn

up to 20 to 40 times more on pearl that their slaves found than the amount they gave their slave

for food. A British Agency in Kuwait record from 5 August 1927 has a slave stating that his

master gave him 20 rupees to cover diving expenses and in return made 480 rupees share from

harvested pearls.65 British accounts estimated that around a third of divers on boats were slaves.

Toward the late nineteenth century, slave traders were increasingly targeting East African young

boys to kidnap and sell to the pearl industry. Beginning in the 1870s, records of slave vessels

captured by the British navy show that all ships were carrying at least double the number of male

slaves over females.66

Just like any industry that was part of an integrated capitalist system, Gulf pearl and dates

were subjected to the rise and fall of global demands. The collapse of both industries in the 1920

was due to the economic process in which Gulf exports lost to competitors with competitive

advantage, lower production costs, and higher productivity. The Gulf date export was eventually

supplanted by the California date industry after decades of propagation efforts by the US

66 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 199.

65 Zdanowski, Speaking with Their Own Voices: The Stories of Slaves in the Persian Gulf in the 20th
Century, 43.

64 Hobbs, “Divers Are a Pearl’s Best Friend: Pearl Diving in the Gulf 1840s–1930s.”
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Department of Agriculture. Beginning in 1904, researchers grew offshoots of date plants taken

from the Gulf in California where climate conditions were similar to the Gulf. By 1925, Persian

Gulf date export began a steady decline as Gulf and North African date varieties were grown at

lower cost, while preference for natural sweets were being replaced by newly invented

manufactured sweets.67 Similarly, Gulf pearls went into decline after being replaced by cheaper

cultured pearls from Japan around the same time. In the 1930s, European natural pearl dealers

faced a massive wave of liquidation. In the Gulf, pearl revenue declined steadily between 1919

and 1929, the year of The Great Depression. British officials, concerned with the decline of Gulf

pearl in the 1920s, resorted to resisting the modernization of the Gulf pearl industry. Officials

thought that by keeping the most primitive method of pearl production, through measures such as

banning diving with modern equipment or banning cultured pearl cultivation, it would maintain

the supposed purity of the pearl.68 However, this further stunted possible structural changes that

may have helped the Gulf pearl industry to adapt to new circumstances and may have accelerated

its decline. In trying to preserve the primitiveness of the pearl industry, British officials were not

aware of the market forces that they had put Gulf pearl under. The commercial ventures of

British colonialism had forever altered the structure of the Gulf economy, making the fall of Gulf

pearl and date inevitable.

68“Pearling Industry,” 1918 1912, British Library: India Office Records and Private Papers, Qatar National
Library, https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100023799069.0x000093.

67 Hopper, 160.
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The duality of British legacy on the slavery

Despite its own facilitation of market integration and subsequently slave trading in the

Arab World, Britain maintained an official support of the abolition of slavery globally. Abolition

was an arena where the composite elements of British colonialism came into tension with one

another. Friction began within Britain as abolitionists went in and out of power in the British

Parliament, all while Christian abolitionists encouraged abolition as part of a project of

“Christian charity.” T. G. Otte describes it as a sense of divinely-ordered national mission, that

was prevalent in the Victorian era, which in part fueled the attention toward abolition in Asia.69

This intermingling of charity and imperialism is not new to Western political powers, especially

when fueled by religious missionaries. The contradictions in British policies were also present in

the Gulf, where slavery was fueling the profitable trades in dates and pearl, and where the

financial and military limits of Britain actually had to be confronted. In this section, I first

address the British-constructed narratives about its abolition activity in East Africa and the Arab

world. Then, I trace the history British anti-slavery activity in the Persian Gulf to illustrate its

scale

For the British public, an abolitionist rhetoric was popular in the popular media

throughout the nineteenth century. The onset of abolitionism in Britain meant that a nation

originally oppressive toward black people now saw itself as the savior of black people. It was not

surprising that during this period, orientalist and self-congratulatory literature formed a narrative

69 T.G. Otte, “The British ‘Official Mind’ and Nineteenth-Century Islamic Debates over the Abolition of
Slavery,” in Slavery, Diplomacy and Empire: Britain and the Suppression of the Slave Trade, 1807–1975,
ed. Keith Hamilton and Patrick Salmon (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2009), 94.
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of the British navy rescuing slaves from the evil Arabs.70 Stories of African slaves converting to

Christianity after being rescued by the heroic Royal Navy populated newspapers like the London

News or Penny Illustrated Paper.

One example includes a set of engravings that appeared on the front page of the
Graphic on October 20, 1888, entitled “Cruising in search of slave dhows off the
East Coast of Africa.”15 They depict the crew of HMS Garnet chasing and
seizing an Arab slave dhow, rescuing the enslaved Africans, and, finally, returning
to Zanzibar to liberate their charges. Suppression of the slave trade was neatly
packaged as a straightforward sequence that had a clear beginning, middle, and
end.71

These narratives exaggerated the impact of British antislavery ship squadrons without revealing

the meager number of slaves that they actually rescued. Between 1860 and 1890, the height of

British slave patrol effort, around one thousand dhows were seized and around twelve thousand

African slaves were rescued. For three decades, this is only a tiny fraction of at least 5000 slaves

that were being transported per year that I previously mentioned. On the other hand, abolition

treaties only first materialized as a byproduct of British desire to protect its own trade interests,

such as the case of its alliance with Oman against the Qawasims. Of course, the British public

knew little about what was actually happening in East Africa and the Gulf, where the results of

antislavery campaigns are much different from the media rhetoric in Britain.

Some scholars of Arab slavery assumed a general trend in abolition in slavery during the

19th century era of British domination because of their uncritical reading of British colonial

sources. For instance, Jerzy Zdanowski describes the British position to slavery in the Persian

Gulf as “uncompromisingly hostile to the slave trade and averse to slavery as an institution”72

72Zdanowski, Speaking with Their Own Voices: The Stories of Slaves in the Persian Gulf in the 20th
Century, 9..

71 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia.”

70 Lindsay Doulton, “‘The Flag That Sets Us Free’: Antislavery, Africans, and the Royal Navy in the
Western Indian Ocean,” ed. Robert Harms, Bernard Freamon, and David Blight (Yale University Press,
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when referring to the British’s attempt to control the trafficking of slaves on regional sea routes. I

contest this description as this “hostility” began as a mere byproduct of the British effort in

fighting piracy and securing the trade interest of regional allies, who heavily benefited from

industries that depended on slaves. The first agreement over the slave trade with a Gulf ruler was

part of the General Treaty of 1820 with the Arab Tribes of the Persian Gulf, which was in

essence an anti-piracy treaty. The Arab Tribes here referred to the Qawasim of Ras Al-Khaima,

the rival “pirate state” that the British at the time had just defeated with the help of Oman, and

other tribes hailing from Bahrain and the Trucial States (modern day UAE). Article I of the treaty

declared that “there shall be a cessation of plunder and piracy by land and sea” for parties in the

contract,73 and article 9 of the treaty declared the “carrying off of slaves, men, women, or

children, from the coast of Africa or elsewhere, and the transporting them in vessels, is plunder

and piracy….” Notably, the treaty was created to protect the interest of Oman, which formed an

alliance with the British in 1798, and Indian traders from British India, both of whom suffered

raids from the rival Arab tribes.74 These are the same merchant groups that fueled the cloves and

ivory boom in Zanzibar and date plantations in Oman that subsequently led to the rise of regional

plantation slavery.

This treaty marks the deepening of British influence into the region’s affairs. From then

on, British naval forces that were enforcing similar truces between tribes also became regional

patrols against slave trading of its non-allies. This means that the suspension of maritime slave

74David Woodbridge, “‘A Cessation of Plunder and Piracy… for Ever’: The General Treaty with the Arab
Tribes of the Persian Gulf,” Asian and African Studies Blog (blog), 2020,
https://blogs.bl.uk/asian-and-african/2020/12/a-cessation-of-plunder-and-piracy-for-ever-the-general-mari
time-treaty-of-1820-and-british-imperiali.html.
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Persian Gulf,” 1928 1916, 2902/1916, Qatar National Library,
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trading in the Gulf was gradual and uneven. In 1839, 1847, 1856 and 1873, new agreements were

signed with the Trucial Sheikhs to prohibit slave trading on their vessels, consenting to the

British confiscation of vessels if caught.75 On the other hand, the British took several decades

more to begin drawing similar treaties with Oman, their first Gulf ally who was helping to keep

the rival French at bay.76

The era between 1858 and 1890 saw increasing British interest in suppressing the slave

trade after the death of Sultan Seyyid Sa’id, which split Oman into Muscat, Oman, and Zanzibar

to be ruled by his two children.77 In 1873, new agreements with the Sultan of Zanzibar and

Sultan of Muscat were drawn so that vessels carrying slaves were liable to confiscation by

British officers, and public slave markets were closed by the Sultan of Muscat.78 1873 is often

regarded as the year of slavery abolition in Zanzibar despite the continuation of slave traffic from

the region. Other events in the British empire fueled abolitionist sentiments too. Otte noted a

drastic reorientation of British abolition effort in abolition in the 1860s due to the North’s victory

in the American civil war and the eventual realization of the massive increase in slave traffic

from East Africa to the Arab world. 79 In the British Parliament, the abolitionist Liberal Party

stayed in control throughout this period, led by former Foreign Secretary and abolitionist

79 Otte, “The British ‘Official Mind’ and Nineteenth-Century Islamic Debates over the Abolition of
Slavery.”

78 Zdanowski, Speaking with Their Own Voices: The Stories of Slaves in the Persian Gulf in the 20th
Century, 10.
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Viscount Palmerston. Thus, these decades mark the only continuous effort from the British navy

to enforce anti-slavery treaties, albeit very inefficiently. Felix Jones, the Political Resident in the

Persian Gulf from 1856 to 1862 intensified the inception and patrol of Qasimi vessels that were

returning from East Africa.80 Again, only rival Qasimi vessels were the main target of this

campaign. Britain also began to form an alliance with Bahrain during this time, and in 1961 the

Sheikh of Bahrain signed similar agreements that were accepted by the Sheikh of Trucial Oman.

In exchange for protection by the British navy, Bahrain was to refrain from slavery and “other

unlawful practices” at sea.81 No other agreement on the topic of slavery was made with other

Gulf sheikhdoms until the 1900s.

The British abolition efforts turned out to have little efficacy in the Persian Gulf, and

aside from eliminating a small fraction of slave trading, it did little to abolish the whole trade and

the practices of slavery within each Gulf territory. After abolition treaties in East Africa in 1973,

it was indeed true that slave patrols began to capture ships coming from the East African coast,

but in the Persian Gulf, the priority remained the protection of trade. The below list, provided by

Matthew Hopper in his dissertation The African Presence in the Gulf, shows that for the years

between 1865 and 1874 less than five percent of slaves in East Africa was traded each year, and

many of them were not even destined for the Arab Gulf. (p. 66) Hopper divided the tally into

four regions

“A. Coast of Arabia (From Hadhramaut to Sur, Oman)

B. Banadir Coast (North of Kisimayo to Cape Guardafui, Somalia, and Socotra)

C. Dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar (Kilwa to Lamu)

81 “Treaties and Engagements between the British Government and the Chiefs of the Arabian Coast of the
Persian Gulf.”

80 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 51.
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D. Mozambique Channel (South of Kilwa to Madagascar)”82

From: Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia”

Of which, A and B most likely were slaves destined for the Arab Gulf while categories C

and D may have been padded in the records to improve the image of the slavery squadrons’

performance. Admiral Heath, commander of the East Indies station, lamented in 1868 that “the

trade is far too profitable and will not be affected by a risk so small as that incurred by the

proceedings of Her Majesty’s ship… To put down this trade requires far more effort and far more

energy than England has yet shown in the matter.”83 Records show that Heath’s sentiment was

83 Hopper, “Slavery and the Slave Trades in the Indian Ocean and Arab Worlds: Global Connections and
Disconnections,” 66.

82 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 58.
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echoed by “practically all naval commanders.” Brigadier Coghland in 1863 wrote that the East

Indie squadrons were “absolutely useless” and the slave traffic in Arab water was

“uncontrolled.”

The ineffectiveness of the British suppression of slave trading in the Gulf were both due

to Britain’s focus on its commercial interests and the limited prowess of its Navy. The British

Navy did not pay attention to the pearl diving industry in the Eastern Gulf and only focused on

its proposed course of African liberation. As evidence, an 1875 Admiralty circular instructed

captains to allow fugitive slaves aboard their ships only in cases in which their lives were

endangered.84 Even then, the antislavery patrol was spread thin over 3000 miles of coastlines

from Mozambique to Oman and were often pulled to engage in geopolitical conflicts all over the

Indian Ocean.85 Furthermore, big British ships were unable to outrun the smaller slave dhows

that could go to shore when chased by British ships and hide inland.

The abolition effort in the Persian Gulf was further complicated by several other factors.

First, the Persian Gulf sheikhdoms were never formal colonies or protectorates of the British

Empire, and the extent of British influence in the region can be described as a “legal

imperialism” that gave the British much more power on external relations than internal affairs in

the Gulf. Within the sheikhdoms, legal cases were left to be dealt with by native agents, many of

whom were not committed to abolition. Furthermore, antislavery patrols would at times even

capture boats with non-slave laborers to increase tallies to gain bonuses from the government.86

The second factor is the resistance toward abolition from slave-owning classes in the Gulf,

especially from powerful sheikhs in the region. British officials and courts also had to balance

86 Crisp, “Slaves, Sheikhs, and Sovereignty: British Imperial Sovereignty versus a Sheikh’s Local
Autonomy in the Trucial States in 1931,” 59.

85 Hopper, 79.
84 Hopper, 77-78.
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the abolitionist demands from back home with the immediate resistance of people from the Gulf.

For instance, in 1916, the Sheikh of Qatar signed a treaty with the British government accepting

similar conditions as other trucial sheikhs but allowed for domestic slavery except in cases of

maltreatment.87 Lastly, slave traders were quick to adapt to new changes and improvised new

routes and tactics to operate their businesses. New inland routes from East Africa emerged

post-1873 to the North of Kilwa, which was recorded by Rear Admiral Arthur Cumming and J.

Fredric Elton.

Ultimately, the reason for the eventual fall in slave traffic from East Africa to the Persian

Gulf was another economic equation. Cheaper, closer slaves from Baluchistan, Persia, South

Asia, and descendants of past generations of East African slaves already in Arabia provided a

more convenient source of labor. Overall, British trade facilitation in the region massively

benefited its economic interests while inducing structural changes necessary for capitalist

integration into the regional economy, but it was not instrumental in the decrease of slave traffic.

After the 1890s, British effort in suppressing slaves was largely unheard of. What was left was a

program for case-by-case manumission in the British Persian Gulf court system.

Islamic law and the British manumission project

I use this section to address the manumission project in the British Persian Gulf courts,

which was carried out throughout the early twentieth century. This program shows the British

treading a middle line between refraining from interfering with local affairs and imposing a

full-scale slave liberation. When the British signed its trucial treaties within the Gulf

87 “Treaties and Engagements between the British Government and the Chiefs of the Arabian Coast of the
Persian Gulf.”
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sheikhdoms, as previously mentioned, the abolition of slavery was often cited in terms of

abolishing piracy, a term that included slave trading. However, British officials did not propose

any program for the liberation of all slaves when it comes to the slaves that were already within

the Gulf territories. What they had instead was a conditional clause in the trucial treaties that

required the trucial sheikhs’ subjects to treat their slaves in a satisfactory manner. For instance,

when the Sheikh of Qatar signed a trucial treaty with the British government in 1916, it was

agreed that the sheikh’s subjects were allowed to retain their black slaves as long as they “accord

[their] negroes fair and just treatment.”88 In case of violation, British courts reserved the right to

manumit slaves who appealed for freedom at the court themselves. By the 1930s, there was a

systematic procedure in the Persian Gulf courts for maltreated slaves appealing for manumission,

whose cases were recorded extensively in the British court documents. These manumission

records not only inform scholars of the nature of slavery within the Gulf sheikhdoms, but also

illustrate the friction between traditional Islamic law and British legal encroachment when it

came to labor governance.

We first need an understanding of the British court system, which had jurisdiction of a

fraction of the population in the Gulf, to understand why this friction existed. The British

gradually obtained jurisdiction in the Gulf and established their own courts and codified law that

were drawn from their Indian experience.89 Under each individual Orders in Council, British

jurisdiction covered “British subjects” and “foreigners” , but the exact composition of each group

89 Nathan Brown, The Rule of Law in the Arab World: Courts in Egypt and the Gulf (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 4.

88 “Text of Treaty, Dated November 3, 1916, and Ratified on March 23, 1918, between His Majesty’s
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was an area of contestation between the local sheikhs and the British crown.90 For instance, the

courts of the Trucial States (current day UAE) only had jurisdiction over Trucial Coast subjects,

leaving all other categories under British rule, while in Qatar local courts also had jurisdiction

over most Arabs, including Saudi, Yemeni, Kuwaiti, Trucial Coast, Muscat, and Omani

nationals.91 The Orders in Council of Kuwait (1949) and Bahrain (1912-5) also had the third

clause extending British jurisdiction to Bahraini or Kuwaiti subjects who were in the service of

British subjects or foreigners.92 Court cases involving both local and British or foreign subjects

were adjudicated under a joint court.93 Aside from these differences in scope, the Order in

Councils are largely identical.

By 1956, the court system of the Gulf Residency consisted of the Chief Court for the

Persian Gulf, the Full Court of the Persian Gulf, and separate Courts for the different

principalities.94 The Chief Court was headed by the Political Resident and had unlimited original

jurisdiction on all matters.95 Individual territories’ courts had civil and criminal jurisdiction,

except in the matters that only the Chief Court has exclusive jurisdiction. Appeals from these

individual courts went to the Chief Court, appeals from the Chief Court went to the Full Court,

95 Liebesny, 36.

94 Liebesny, “Administration and Legal Development in Arabia: The Persian Gulf Principalities,” 36.

93 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 51-52.

92 “Bahrain Order in Council,” 1916 1912, IOR/R/15/1/299, Qatar National Library,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100023856278.0x000017.and “General Correspondence
Regarding Kuwait Order in Council (1949) and King’s Regulations Made under the Kuwait Order in
Council,” 1949, IOR/R/15/5/297, Qatar National Library,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100029518993.0x000025.

91 Liebesny, “Administration and Legal Development in Arabia: The Persian Gulf Principalities,” 36.

90 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” 1938, Qatar National Library,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100022695028. and AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire:
The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the Gulf Arab States,” 4.
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and appeals from the Full Court went to the Privy Council, whose judicial committee served as

the highest court of appeal for all British dependencies.96 Before Indian independence in 1949,

criminal sentences from a territory’s court that required confirmation were sent to the

Governor-General of India in Council.97 The British certainly thought of the Persian Gulf courts

as belonging to a network of colonial courts that centered in British India. The Gulf Political

Resident was at certain occasions subjected under the direction of the Governor-General of India

and could send the accused to trial in Bombay in cases requiring trial in a British territory.98

Criminal and civil cases in the British courts were adjudicated with British Indian Law

under the Governor-General of India in Council and the Governor of Bombay in Council, and

followed practices and procedures observed by the High Court in Bombay.99 Criminal cases

followed the laws under the Indian Code of Criminal Procedure, and civil cases followed the

Indian Code of Civil Procedure.100 Article 12 and 41 of the Qatar 1938 Order in Council outlines

several enactments that were “applied to Qatar as if it were a British Colony or Possession” with

adaptations to fit the location. Article 15 equated the Chief Court to the High Courts in India, and

the Political Agents heading the territorial courts were deemed similar to the District Magistrate

and Sessions Judge in India. There is also parallel in the treatment of qadis as assistants in British

courts, similar to how qadis in British India were only allowed to make legal recommendations

100 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 49.

99 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 23.

98 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 11.

97 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 16.

96 Helicon, ed., “Privy Council,” in The Hutchinson Unabridged Encyclopedia with Atlas and Weather
Guide, 2018, https://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/heliconhe/privy_council/0?institutionId=70.
And Liebesny, “Administration and Legal Development in Arabia: The Persian Gulf Principalities,” 37..
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in Islamic law courts.101 These points demonstrate the importance of the “Indian experiment” to

British imperial governance, as it used India as a ground to test both colonial policies and

potential legal changes inside Britain. Even after Indian independence in 1949, the Orders in

Council of the Gulf Residency were revised to apply legal codes and procedures from India

“before and by” 1947.102 The independence of India did not impact the application of the Indian

legal blueprint on the Gulf and other British colonies.

Legal cases that were inapplicable to the court’s existing practices or codes were

exercised with accordance to “justice, equity, and good conscience.”103 It’s important to note that

“justice, equity, and good conscience” is a common value in English law that was applied to

legal procedures of British courts across its colonies. In India, this line is used during the

processes of closing down traditional qadi courts and replacing them with British-administered

Islamic Law courts. These British legal values were used to justify deviating from qadis’

recommendations, while also limiting their role in the court system. Ludo Rocher noticed a

similar pattern in British administration of Hindu courts, where the three values were evoked to

justify the applicability of British rule on Hindus.104 Rocher argues that the phrase “justice,

equity, and good conscience” was used to suggest the universality of British legal values despite

their foreign origin, and was used not only by colonial officials but also Indians who embraced

104 Ludo Rocher, “Indian Response to Anglo-Hindu Law,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 92,
no. 3 (1972): 421.

103 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938”.

102 “Orders in Council: Revision of Persian Gulf Orders-in-Council,” 1950 1948, IOR/L/PS/12/3341,
Qatar National Library, https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100066212463.0x000074.

101 “Qatar Order in Council, 1938,” Article 14 and 59.
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British rule.105 The phrase’s presence in the Gulf Orders in Council suggests a similar sense of

British legal encroachment in the Gulf.

Liebesny's account from Qatar in 1956 shows that local sharia courts only had

independent jurisdiction on personal status matters, much less compared to the regional

dominance of sharia from the end of the 18th century until the early 1900s.106 In other matters,

the local courts were composed of two sheikhs from the ruling family and a British adviser, and

were based on “customary law and equity.”107 The mention of  “equity” alludes to the British

legal values previously mentioned, and may be a result of British influence in local affairs.

Furthermore, the restriction of the jurisdiction of the Sharia court to only personal status matters

is also a feature of Islamic Law under colonialism, both in Civil and Common Law systems,

similar to the cases of India and Egypt. Thus, despite some scholars’ observation of a parallelism

of British and sharia courts, British encroachment into local court systems and the retreat of

Sharia into the “private sphere” suggest an uneven balance of power. Another observation came

from AlShehabi, who observed that despite the division of jurisdiction in Bahrain, legal rulings

were eventually forced to harmonize under British norms.108 The British set up a modern,

absolutist bureaucracy in Bahrain and installed Charles Belgrave as the island’s first prime

minister in 1957.

The case of slave manumission shows that British legal jurisdiction was seen as a legal

encroachment upon traditional power. Within Islamic law, there were already procedures for

108 AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the
Gulf Arab States.”

107 Liebesny, “Administration and Legal Development in Arabia: The Persian Gulf Principalities,” 41.

106 A. Nizar Hamzeh, “Qatar: The Duality of the Legal System,” Middle Eastern Studies 30, no. 1 (1994):
79–90.

105 Rocher, 423.
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manumission, and masters were encouraged to manumit their slaves before embarking on the

hajj. Traditionally, slaves were manumitted not under a state’s authority but voluntarily, and

often amicably by owners who developed a relationship with the slave during servitude.109 This

was drastically different from the manumission cases that the British courts received, which were

often results of maltreatment and conflicts between slaves and masters. Furthermore,

manumission traditionally was not cut-and-dry as it could be with British manumission policy.

All over the Arab world, there was a class of manumitted people who still maintained some sort

of financial dependency on their former masters.110 Despite official manumission procedures,

resistance from native agents and locals challenged British policies. Native agents, who had a

certain degree of autonomy from British officials’ surveillance and faced threats from the local

population, often accepted bribes from slave owners to return slaves who tried to escape.

The manumission case of Abdur Rahman’s (a local slave owner) slaves in Sharjah in

1931, which had special notation in the British manumission records at the Qatar Digital Library,

illustrates how manumission was challenged, and the reactions of both the British and local

sheikhs when their sovereignty was challenged:111

“On January 31, 1931, Sheikh Sultan bin Saqar of Sharjah surrounded the office
and home of the British Resident Agent in Sharjah accompanied by ‘Abdur Rahman, a
local slave owner, and an armed group. They demanded the return of ‘Abdur Rahman’s
slaves, who had appealed to Khan Bahadur ‘Isa bin Abdul Latif, the Resident Agent, for

111 “Manumission of Slaves on Arab Coast: Individual Cases,” 1931 1915, Qatar National Library,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100000000193.0x0000b5.

110 Abdul Sheriff, “The Twilight of Slavery in the Persian Gulf,” ZIFF [Zanzibar International Film
Festival] Journal 2 (2005): 35–45. And
Fredrik Barth, Sohar: Culture and Society in an Omani Town (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1983).

109 Abdul Sheriff, “Social Mobility in Indian Ocean Slavery: The Strange Career of Sultan Bin Aman,” in
Indian Ocean Slavery in the Age of Abolition, ed. Robert Harms, Bernard Freamon, and David Blight
(Yale University Press, 2013), 143.
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manumission a few weeks earlier and were staying in ‘Isa’s residence pending the receipt
of their manumission certificates and transport to Bahrain. In response, the British,
coordinating their efforts with the India Office in London, ordered Sheikh Sultan to pay a
fine of rupees and guns as well as turn ‘Abdur Rahman over into their custody. If the
Sheikh failed to meet these demands, the Political Resident in Bushire threatened to have
two British ships, HMS Hastings and HMS Folkestone, bombard a tower on the outskirts
of Sharjah. Ultimately, the Sheikh paid the fines, and ‘Abdur Rahman remained out of
British custody despite the additional fine paid by the Sheikh. The tower near Sharjah
remained standing and the manumitted slaves traveled to Bahrain.”112

Nicole Crisp argues that this case illustrates the issue of authority and sovereignty

between the local sheikh and British officials. Crisp suggests that the British would avoid

interfering in the local practice of slavery unless a situation arose that challenged the seat of the

British political residency. For instance, the letters of British officials to Sheikh Sultan described

the sheikh’s action as “a challenge to the British position - a deliberate “try-on” to see what will

happen.”113 In other instances that did not pose a threat to British sovereignty, there was a

seemingly tacit acknowledgement of the Resident Agent’s corruption without interference from

British officials. ‘Isa bin Abdul Latif’s acceptance of bribes was such common knowledge that

slaves would travel all the way to Muscat to petition the Political Agent.114 In Imperialism and

the Dilemma of Slavery, Hopper describes the case of the slave Thani bin Miftah in 1928, who

travelled to Muscat to appeal for manumission in fear that Isa would accept a bribe from his

master. The political resident in this case acknowledged the claim against Isa, manumitted the

slave, but still kept Isa at the Resident Agent seat.115 The difficulty faced by the manumission

project affirms that British colonialism had to employ conflicting policy implementations due to

115 Matthew Hopper, “Imperialism and the Dilemma of Slavery in Eastern Arabia and the Gulf,
1873-1939,” Ltinerario xxx, no. 3 (2007): 82.

114 Crisp, 58.
113 Crisp, 57

112 Crisp, “Slaves, Sheikhs, and Sovereignty: British Imperial Sovereignty versus a Sheikh’s Local
Autonomy in the Trucial States in 1931.”
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financial and political limitations. This project was the furthest extent to which the British tried

to suppress local slavery practices, and slavery would only be officially abolished in the Gulf

between the 1960s and 1980s.

Chapter 2: Methods of colonial labor governance and their legacies

In her interdisciplinary historical volume, The Intimacies of Four Continents, Lisa Lowe

describes the coolie as the intermediary Asian laborer used by the British colonial project as a

solution to the labor vacuum left by the abolition of slavery.116 The introduction of the so-called

free coolie laborers, who were initially Chinese and later included South Asians, justified the

liberal promise of freedom for slaves while also upholding the profitable capitalist division of

labor. In Hawaii, Chinese laborers replaced indigenous workers, in Australia they replaced

convict labor and in the West Indies they replaced slaves.117 From India, South Asian laborers

manned the East India Company ships that were also shipping them all over the world. And

despite the self-congratulatory rhetoric of freedom, both freed slaves and the indentured coolies

never received the full sets of rights of the Western man of the liberal world. The coolie

vacillates between freedom and unfreedom, and racial inferiority to whites and racial superiority

to black slaves. They entered work at times voluntarily, and other times through fraudulent

contracts, kidnapping, or debt bondage by Western merchants. Nothing, however, prepared them

117 Lowe, 27.

116 Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents.
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for the cramping and inhumane treatments in depots and work farms, which resulted in misery

and death.118

In the years after the abolition of slavery in 1807, British rhetoric imagined Asian

workers as “closer to liberal ideas of human person, family, and society,” than slaves and formed

a racialized hierarchy of labor.

“For example, in 1851, the agent in charge of Chinese emigration, James T.
White, fantasized a class hierarchy among the groups of the “Chinese,” “Bengalees” and
“Negroes” based on the races’ ostensive physical traits and capacities for forming
families, stating the social potential of the Chinese to form “middle class” families
through Christian marriage and reproduction. White wrote: “Chinese have sufficient
intelligence and ambition to rise in the world, and in a short time would become useful
and valuable as a middle class in the West Indies . . . one difficulty . . . is the impossibility
of obtaining women and families.””119

The construction of a nominally free class of Asian labor was an effort to racially and socially

distinguish a class of worker from white Europeans and black slaves. The coolies were actively

kept divided from black freed people to avoid any intimacy between contracted immigrants,

freed slaves, or slave-descendants.  “White’s 1851 letter to the Governor of British Guiana

warned: “The Chinese are essentially a social and a gregarious people and must be located in

masses together, not scattered throughout the colony. They must be kept in the first instance

distant and separate from the Negroes, not only at their work, but also in their dwellings.” The

colonial administration saw the need to divide up racial groups out of fear of the exchanges

among nonwhite people.

119 Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents, 33.

118 “Coolie,” in Encyclopedia Britannica, November 22, 2011,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/coolie-Asian-labourer.
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This is the context of labor that was happening all over the British empire during the

same era of capitalist integration in the Persian Gulf. Lowes describe a system of colonial

knowledge about labor that is a fundamental component of British liberalism and capitalism.

Indentured labor, liberal ideology about freedom, and capitalism, all justified the existence of

one another. Britain already had its first experience with slavery abolition in its other colonies

and has built its own construction of an unfree, racialized indentured servitude. The coolie

embodies first the historical notion of coerced labor in modern capitalism and second the

modality of colonial rule that facilitated it.120 It “normalized as “free” practically all labor

practices of advanced capitalism” because of the existence of a wage.121 Over and over again, the

Gulf will also witness a merely nominal idea of freedom for freed slaves and various methods

that bonded the laborers to the capitalist structure. The “coolie” also made occasional appearance

in official records in describing Indian and Arab manual laborers.

What happened after nominal freedom?

The logic of British slave emancipation in the Persian Gulf is similar to its practice of

nominal freedom in the Atlantic Slave Trade. As such, emancipation did not challenge the

capitalist structure and the British own racial interiorization of black people that fueled their own

practice of slavery in the first place. Despite a British white savior narrative of emancipation of

black slaves, manumission meant little when the freed and enslaved alike in the Gulf were

subjected under similar types of labor. As previously mentioned, because of the dependence on

121 Balachandran.

120 G Balachandran, “Making Coolies, (Un)Making Workers: ‘Globalizing’ Labour in the Late-19th and
Early-20th Centuries,” Journal of Historical Sociology 24, no. 3 (2011): 266–96.
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demand and supply, most workers in the Gulf were sucked back into the most popular industries

throughout the British era. For slaves in particular, the British legacy is the complete lack of

legacy after slaves gain legal freedom. In certain cases, slaves found themselves better off under

the provision of their masters. For instance, during the collapse of Gulf pearl diving, slaves who

were manumitted often had no means to subsistence.122 British court records also show that some

slaves had to return to the court to ask for financial support after manumission. Or, take the case

of Abdullah at the Kuwait Political Agency in June 1907, who appealed for manumission

claiming that his master had reenslaved him after manumission and sold him. The Kuwait

Agency decided to help Abdullah leave Kuwait to avoid reenslavement and get a manumission

certificate at Bushire. However, Abdullah instead chose to return to his master in order to be able

to stay in Kuwait for the future.123

Slaves also died en masse once they were removed from slave dhows. The British Navy

had little idea what to do after slave captures, and often sent slaves to Aden or Bombay. In 1871,

Bishop Tozer in Zanzibar reported that of the 2997 Africans captured between 1865 to 1869 and

sent to Adeb, 1047 had died by 1870. At Bombay, in the same time period, 754 (31%) died out

of 3692 in 1870. Slaves also faced distress under the custody of British crews, which had much

to do with the racial prejudice of British officers. “We used to make the children fight over

bananas, which they considered a great luxury.” Such passing remarks tacitly highlight some

troubling realities omitted from the sentimental British accounts of the antislavery patrols. Or

Walter Kingon, master-at-arms on the HMS Thetis, for example, noted in his journal in 1874 the

123 Zdanowski, Speaking with Their Own Voices: The Stories of Slaves in the Persian Gulf in the 20th
Century, Introduction.

122 Hopper, “The African Presence in Eastern Arabia,” 112.
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relief of landing a group of freed slaves at the Seychelles, since they were “a complete nuisance

in the ship.”

Because of the lack of measures to prevent the existence of slavery beyond the control of

dhow traffic, slavery will continue well into the late nineteenth century and early twentieth

century. After the collapse of pearl and dates in the 1930s, the Gulf suffered a brief period of

economic depression where unemployed slaves and workers struggled to maintain basic needs.

While the British began oil exploration in the 1920s, the economic crises made Gulf rulers begin

look to the newly discovered oil as a source for jobs for the local population. Between 1932

(Bahrain oil concessions) and 1953 (Oman oil concession), Gulf sheikhs signed a series of oil

concessions to allow British oil extraction in the region in exchange for employment for locals.

Slaves and workers from pearl and dates moved to supply labor to oil companies, and the

dynamic of the governance of ethnicity groups in oil camp would resemble the rise of indentured

workers in British colonies elsewhere.

British Rule, surety, and the sponsorship system

The example of Pearl Diving illustrates how British jurisdiction of only foreigners can

have a lasting impact on legal practices in the Gulf, where the ‘foreigner’ will eventually make

up the majority of the labor force by the end of the twentieth century. AlShehabi’s Policing

labour in empire: the modern origins of the Kafala sponsorship system in the Gulf Arab States

argues that the origin of the kafala sponsorship was the British governance of seasonal pearl

divers in Bahrain in the twentieth century. AlShehabi’s argument provides a new way of looking

at continuity in labor and economics in the Gulf through the use of colonial archives, and it

provides a missing piece in the discussion of the history of Kafala that many scholars have
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inferred but haven’t proved. I build upon Alshehabi’s findings using the new imperial history

notion of networks to situate the formation of the sponsorship system in the context of the British

colonial project in the Gulf.  I argue that the sponsorship system was created as a British reaction

to the unanticipated seasonal migration of pearl divers and utilized the already existing social

relationship traditionally present on pearl boats. The system mitigated the responsibility for

keeping track of pearl workers from outside the respective sheikhdom from the British

administration and passed it on to their employers instead. This will continue to be the norm in

foreign worker governance well up to the present day in the Gulf.

In the 1920s, Gulf sheikhdoms, along with Nejd, Iran, and Iraq, began the practice of

issuing passports to document cross-border movements.124 In Bahrain, where the seat of the

British Political Resident was, the British issued visas for foreigners and allowed

British-endorsed passport holders to enter.125 This meant that subjects of other British Gulf

protectorates could enter Bahrain without visas, enabling thousands of seasonal pearl divers from

neighboring Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Iran to enter with ease. This began to pose a problem for

the British, as workers went to regional ports with little British regulation and easily obtained

visas and passports, at times illegally. Bahrain was the center for pearl diving in the Gulf. As

pearl divers flooded into Bahrain each year, the British realized they did not have control of the

foreigners that they had jurisdiction over.126

126 AlShehabi, 5-6.

125 AlShehabi, 6.and “Bahrain Order in Council.”

124 AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the
Gulf Arab States,” 5.
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The solution that was created was a system of passport control that was an early form of

the Kafala system. The British observed and used an already hierarchical organization of workers

on the pearl boats to facilitate this:

“The British noted the transliterated names of the roles they observed: divers were
generally known as ‘jazwa’ and were ranked by the number of shares in the profit they
received. A ‘kais’ was a diver who received three shares, while a ‘seib’ was a puller who
received two shares in the profits of the catch. The nakhuda was the boat captain, who
received one fifth of the total profits after deducting expenses, while the ‘tajir’ was the
land captain, who financed the sea nakhuda . The ‘jeudi’ was the agent or ‘wakil’ of
the nakhuda , who received the share of three divers. The ‘tabakh’ was the cook, usually
a boy, paid by the divers. An ‘azal’ was a diver who went out in the boat of a nakhuda but
dived independently, keeping his own catch, paying the nakhuda one fifth of his profits,
and paying his own keep.”127

Beginning in 1929, ship captains, the nokhetha, were responsible for reporting the names,

number, and valid travel permits of people on their boat to the authority. Only those who

obtained a divers’ book issued by the government of Bahrain were allowed to dive.128 AlShehabi

argues that this relationship between the nokhetha and their crew members was an early form of

the sponsor-sponsored relationship under the Kafala system, along with the existence of first

work permits and entry visas.129 The ship captain had essentially taken over the role of

overseeing his employees that previously belonged to the British administration, and was liable

for ensuring their departure from Bahrain after each pearling season. AlShehabi further claims

that the No Objection Certificate was first implemented at this time for a number of Indian

families who were employees of the British empire in the Gulf.130

130 AlShehabi, 8.
129 AlShehabi, 7.

128 AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the
Gulf Arab States,” 7.

127 Martin Woodward, “Pearl Diving: Inside the Trade That Shaped the Gulf,” January 16, 2018,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/pearl-diving-inside-trade-shaped-gulf.
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AlShehabi lumps this system with the British general usage of “surety”131 in both the

Gulf and its other colonies to run its “empire on the cheap.” Aside from controlling labor flow,

the British also used surety to ensure its political goals. The practice began in India, where in the

years preceding the rebellions in 1857 and later the Victoria Proclamation, sureties were drawn

with certain individuals to ensure the good behavior of their whole tribe. Troublesome tribes in

the North Western Frontier Province (NWFP) were major targets of this campaign.132 Similarly,

Gulf sheikhs had to obtain ‘no objection certificates’ from the British political resident to allow

foreigners from rival Western imperial states to enter their territory. Surety allowed the British to

delegate responsibility to a local party, very similar to their employment of native agents in

British Residencies. Furthermore, AlShehabi suggests that the British capitalized on the local

familiarity with the traditional kafala system when enforcing their own sureties.133 The

traditional kafala was essentially a system of surety used in cases of guaranteeing for an orphan,

a needy person, or for business transactions where one party guaranteed another in terms of

delivering a good or service.134 This aided in the enactment of the notion of surety in the Gulf,

and likely led to the local adoption of an existing term to a new system of foreign labor

134 Ray Jureidini and Said Fares Hassan, “The Islamic Principle of Kafala as Applied to Migrant Workers:
Traditional Continuity and Reform,” in Migration and Islamic Ethics (Brill, 2019), 92–109,
https://brill.com/view/book/edcoll/9789004417342/BP000006.xml.

133 AlShehabi, “Policing Labour in Empire: The Modern Origins of the Kafala Sponsorship System in the
Gulf Arab States.”

132 “A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanads Relating to India and Neighbouring Countries [...]
Vol XI Containing the Treaties, & c., Relating to Aden and the South Western Coast of Arabia, the Arab
Principalities in the Persian Gulf, Muscat (Oman), Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier Province,”
1933, IOR/L/PS/20/G3/12, Qatar National Library,
http://www.qdl.qa/archive/81055/vdc_100023462216.0x0000b7.

131 A surety is a legal procedure where a person takes responsibility for another person’s performance or
an undertaking, often a payment of debt or a service. The third party will pay a penalty if the person
they’re responsible for does not fulfill their duty (in case of services or debt) or is not taken care of (in
case of adoption).
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governance. It’s important to note that there is no established continuity between the religious

and cultural practice of kafala and the modern kafala system, which were applied to completely

different subjects. The first reference of the modern kafala, was in the 1960 Kuwaiti H.A.M.,

Al-Fajr magazine, and referred to the sponsorship of those who were under British jurisdiction

before Kuwaiti independence, aka those considered ‘foreigners.’135

British protectionism in later decades, especially after the discovery of oil and the

ensuing waves of foreign migrants, had an even greater impact on the governance of foreigners

in the Gulf. The system of sponsorship in pearl diving was modified to be used for the inflow of

oil workers, many of whom came from South Asia. Sureties, exit visas, and NOCs became

standard procedure to ensure that no undocumented worker was let through. AlShehabi notes that

NOCs and sureties were essentially fused together by the mid-1930s, and it became standard

practice for the admittance into Bahrain of any foreigner. In March 1934, for instance, the

Bahrain Political Agent wrote to the incoming Assistant Political Agent with the following

advice: ‘No servants of the better class are available and it would be well to get your own (if you

have any in India) to come down… I will send them no objection certificates to enable them to

travel without difficulty’. After the establishment of The Bahrain Petroleum Company

(BAPCO), a surety deposit was required from the sponsor to obtain an NOC for anyone coming

into Bahrain.

This system was replicated in other Gulf sheikhdoms, where Britain took over the

jurisdiction of foreigners between 1915 and 1946. In these other territories, however, the local

135 This was inferred by Talal al-Rashoud  who found the magazine and informed AlShehabi. In
describing this source, Alshehabi argues that “Already by 1958, there were calls by some Kuwaitis to
include certain nationalities previously under the ruler’s jurisdiction and not requiring visas, such as
Palestinians, within the ‘Kafala’ sponsorship system practiced on foreigners under British jurisdiction.”
H.A.M, “Letter by H.A.M,” Al-Fajr Magazine, October 14, 1958.
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sheikhs not only had jurisdiction over their subjects, but also to all Muslim subjects from other

Arab states. The case of Kuwait shows how similar policies of migrant control came into effect:

As oil began to be exported in 1946, the numbers of migrant labour under British
jurisdiction increased dramatically. By 1953 there were about 3,000 Indians and 2,000
Pakistanis resident in Kuwait, who were mainly employed by the Kuwait Oil Company
(KOC) and works in Kuwait town. The management of this labour flow under their
jurisdiction increasingly became a worry for the British authorities.…
Thus in 1947, and beginning with the ‘Kuwait Passport regulation’, a flurry of laws
aimed at controlling migration were initiated, which resembled those that were used to
regulate ‘foreigners’ in Bahrain. The British political agency issued visas on behalf of
the state of Kuwait to those coming from abroad. The first Kuwaiti nationality law was
issued in 1948, and the head of the passport department issued notification the following
year obliging all foreigners to register with the department. Residence permits
regulation were issued in 1952, requiring persons subject to the Order in Council to
obtain permits for residence from the British Political Agent.136

This era also saw the first manpower recruiters and contracting companies to provide labor to the

oil fields. The Kuwait Oil Company, which was the first Gulf oil company to gain major profit

from oil extraction, popularized this practice by appointing an agent in Bombay to recruit Indian

migrant workers.137 Several colonial era firms are still functioning today in the GCC. Firms such

as AlGhamen Skilled Labor Divisions, Kuwait Contracting Company, and the Contracting and

Construction Company. Furthermore, the contracting sector makes up a large portion of firms in

the GCC today. For instance, in Qatar, a tally of 600 registered firms show that contracting is the

second largest industry behind construction.138 Through the history of labor migration in pearl

diving and later in oil, British policies built a prototype of a modern sponsorship system. These

governance practices began as a method of maintaining a low-cost imperialist strategy and

adopted and sustained through local adoption and its reference to local surety systems. However,

the experience of the foreign worker in the Gulf was not only dictated by sponsorship. As I will

138 Tally by author
137 Alshehabi., 16.
136 Alshehabi, 13.
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illustrate in the next section, colonial notions of racial, classist capitalism will also be influencing

the movement and condition of the workers.

Oil and workers classification

While certain British legacies like the sponsorship system came from officials’ reactions

to the local situation, other methods of labor governance are influenced by Britain’s existing

colonial knowledge. As I mentioned in the introduction, the methodology of new imperial theory

imagines the geography of the empire in terms of networks, where knowledge and culture are

dispersed along colonial passages and are shaped by their context into their local forms. Lowe’s

thesis on the intimacy of the colonial experience of labor, liberalism, and capitalism of locales all

over the British empire carries the same spirit of a networked system of knowledge. While

Lowe’s thesis only refers to the worker in the plantations of the Atlantic slavery, I extend this

network of colonial labor knowledge to the parts of the Indian Ocean world under British

colonialism. I argue that racial and classist notions of capitalism were as alive and well in the

British treatments of workers in the Persian Gulf. I begin with this passage from the

correspondence between the BAPCO representative and the Political Agent in Bahrain in 1935:

Your reference to Asiatics—assume means Class II-A and Class II-B personnel. We expect
to have at the time of construction work some 250 British Indians of all kinds… The
better class Indians will live in Manama and be transported back and forth. The others
will be housed temporarily in barastis pending building of permanent quarters for them,
which cannot be started until completion of the building program for the Europeans and
Americans… There are 40 rooms for bachelors in the present Staff Houses, and we are
building 52 additional rooms, which makes a total of 72. Temporarily there will be two
men in a room, so that these houses will accommodate 144 men. In addition to these we
are building 96 rooms in temporary buildings… These rooms will be 12* x 17*. The
buildings will be arranged in groups of four with a central bathhouse in each group.
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These quarters will later accommodate permanent bachelors.139

Excerpts like these demonstrate the British officials’ obsession with dividing and

categorizing workers. Documents from the Bahrain Oil company described in excruciating detail

the living quarter of each grade of worker by nationality, skills, and marital status. The reference

to Indian workers as “Asiatic” in this passage hints at the British conception of the Asian waged

worker under modern capitalism as described by Lowe. The British employment of Indian

workers had much to do with the existing precedent for the Indian worker from the British

colonial experience. Indian workers were treated as more skilled than the Arabs and were

considered the ideal domestic servants. At BAPCO, this came to a point where the British were

willing to pay for Indian illegal immigrants to come as workers despite previous friction with the

local sheikhs.140 Soon with the British demands, Indian workers were showing up in Bahrain

expecting to be given jobs immediately upon arrival: “By July 1936 Smith, BAPCO's

representative indicated that the refinery construction programme would require ' some 250

British Indians of all kinds. This demand grew rapidly: in August 1936 Smith wrote to the

Political Agent that BAPCO was willing '...to give all Indians who arrive here, without having

gone through the proper channels, contracts which the Protectors of Emigrants (Bombay) will

approve.'”141 The Indian worker was highly popular among Western as both low-cost when

compared to white personnel and skilled workers when compared to local Arabs.

141 Secombe, 6.

140 Ian Secombe, “Labour Migration to the Arabian Gulf: Evolution and Characteristics 1920–1950,”
British Society for Middle Eastern Studies 10, no. 1 (1983): 5.

139 “Labour Employed by the Bahrain Petroleum Company Limited, Bahrain,” 1938 1935, British Library:
India Office Records and Private Papers, Qatar National Library,
https://www.qdl.qa/en/archive/81055/vdc_100000000282.0x0001c4.
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A 1948 entry by an observer name Haghu in the BAPCO records described the poor

conditions of Indian workers compared to white workers of similar ranks:

“As in South Africa, here also, colour and racial discrimination form the key note of the
Comanpy's treatment of Indians. Bahrein is in a way even worse than South Africa where
• the Indian can at least stay on & fight but in Bahrain they are booked by the first
available ship. The bachelor artisans are provided with free quarters situated in a barren
wastelend away from the oil refinery. To get married is to lost free quarters, though the
married artisan is a paltry allowance, The conditions of the 'Contract Monthly' or 'c.m',
to use the management's favourite abbreviations, are still worse. his class of employees
includes clerks, chemists, surveyors, etc. These employees are not given free quarters, but
only an allowance and are left to the tender mercies of the landlords. They are all housed
in Manama, a congested and insanitary township fifteen miles away from the place of
work. …”
“But Bahrein is not all desert, a waterless, rainless, god-forsaken place. It is so only to
the Indians and the native Arabs. The 'Bapco' has carved out a heaven on the desert
Island for the American and British Personnel. They are provided with free furnished
airconditioned quarters at the work spot.142

BAPCO had a bussing policy for transporting workers and built labor townships so that

there was almost no contact between expats and locals. The white working population were

allowed to stay in Awali, the main oil town, while Bahrainis and other non-whites lived out in

Manamah. Indian workers in particular lived in rented accommodation because the company did

not build permanent housing for them. The reason being: “1. priority must be given in

labour-time and material to the development of production facilities; 2. construction of a separate

Indian housing estate would involve the use of a large additional labour force and much

material.”143 The report would go on to detail the justifications of the company that the Indians

already had their community in Manama. A similar situation was happening in the Kuwait Oil

Company (KOC), where Indian workers had to settle in tents when their number increased

143 Ian Secombe and Richard Lawless, “Work Camps and Company Towns: Settlement Patterns and the
Gulf Oil Industry,” University of Durham Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies Occasional
Papers Series 36 (1987), https://dro.dur.ac.uk/4996/1/4996.pdf.

142 “Labour Employed by the Bahrain Petroleum Company Limited, Bahrain.”
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instead of being given proper accommodation. More importantly, this was happening to Indian

workers regardless of skill levels, and many of the workers who had to live in tents were

classified as skilled and did similar works to the American or British ‘experts.’ Thus, although

the whole system was designed so that all workers were only in the Gulf temporarily, the is an

added layer of enforced temporariness for the Indian workers in the way they had to live. The

companies were determined to spend as little as possible on Indian laborers and give them as few

life necessities as possible. The Indian worker was actively constructed into a class of cheap,

interchangeable workers.

Furthermore, BAPCO even ensures that the Indian presence in the Gulf is cheap and

strictly temporary through restricting work to only the bachelor workers. Sponsorship for family

was largely reserved for British and American personnel, while there wasn’t a perception of

similar needs for Indian workers. There was also segregation in the company’s vehicles, where

Indian workers are transported separately from white personnel:

. Strict care is exercised to see that no Indian caste his evil shadow over this cosy
and compact residential town of the master race. If, by any chance a vehicle carrying
Indians passes through these quarters the passengers are subjected to a thorough search.
Segregation exists in transport services too. Indians are not allowed to travel on vehicles
carrying American or British personnel whereas the Americans or British can stop any
Indian vehicle and ride on it. On entering and leaving the refinery Indian vehicles are
searched as if the occupants are so many dangerous thugs. It goes so far that even food in
tiffin carriers are tampered with.144

The rift between the nationals and expats also played out during the colonial oil era.

When the British signed oil concessions with the Gulf sheikhs, the oil companies were obliged to

employ as many local subjects as possible. This was necessary in the era post the collapse of

pearl and date to help the local economy. However, the local work almost completely lacked

144 “Labour Employed by the Bahrain Petroleum Company Limited, Bahrain.”
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skilled/semi-skilled workers, and the British reserved the right to import foreign laborers to an

extent that was necessary for the companies’ operation. The 1935 concession for Qatar, for

instance, states: “The labourers employed by the Company must be from amongst the Sheikh's

own subjects Or from amongst those approved by the Sheikh, 18 excepting technical employees

and the managers and clerks whom the company may require and whom it cannot find in the

country”145 Nevertheless, there was certainly a British preference for non-locals, not just Indian

workers but also those from neighboring states like Persia or Saudi Arabia, who were perceived

as more skilled because of earlier experience in oil companies in their own states. Secombe and

Lawless argued that because nationality status was blurry for much of the early twentieth century

and passports can easily be purchased, many companies had inflated tallies of local workers.146

Indeed, this worked in the favor of the companies, who exploited loopholes in the oil

concessions.

As the number of foreign workers increased with more oil productions, local sheikhs and

workers of all sheikhdoms became wary. In Bahrain, where an influx of foreign laborers was in

largest numbers, complaints were made about Indian, Pakistani, and Persian workers beginning

in 1948 by Bahrainis who were paid meager wages. With the rise of Aramco, Kuwait Oil

Company, and Petroleum Development Qatar, many Bahrainis opted instead to work in the

neighboring states.147 Still, the high concentration of local laborers was concentrated in the

lowest grades of workers with the lowest wages within BAPCO and other oil companies. In

Kuwait, there was a similar anxiety as the Sheikh of Kuwait expressed in 1936 the desire to keep

147 Secombe, “Labour Migration to the Arabian Gulf: Evolution and Characteristics 1920–1950,” 9.
146 Secombe and Lawless, 19.

145 Secombe and Lawless, “Work Camps and Company Towns: Settlement Patterns and the Gulf Oil
Industry,” 18.
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out Indian business people fearing that it would take away locals’ business opportunities. The

sheikh proposed a decree that Indians can carry on business in the Gulf with a Kuwaiti partner,

which is much similar to the modern-day requirements for expat business ownership in many

GCC states.148

148 Secombe, 10.
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Conclusion: The legacy of colonialism in modern Gulf labor governance

Throughout this thesis, I have crafted a narrative of British colonialism in the Gulf

through the lens of labor, economics, and globalization. I argue that British colonialism

facilitated the restructuring of an existing regional labor system into a system of capitalist mass

labor as early as the nineteenth century. In fact, slavery was actually the first labor institution that

felt the impact of globalization. British facilitation of trading in the region opened up the already

extant Indian Ocean trade network to Western consumption. And despite some efforts in

abolition and the suppression of slave trading by the British, their commercial and geopolitical

interests often won out in the region, especially when abolition was difficult, expensive, and

resisted by Gulf locales. This resulted in the rise of a class of workers whose main objective was

to produce commodities to meet Western demands. These workers were part of date farms, pearl

diving boats, and later oil camps all over the Gulf. I also argue that British left several legacies of

governance in the Gulf, which include the early form of the sponsorship and non-objection

certificate system, along with its own racialized categorization of the wage workers. These

legacies are both results of the circumstances of British rule specific to the Gulf and Britain’s

previous post-slavery experience in its other colonies.

These legacies, albeit somewhat changed as GCC states try to meet the objective of their

nation building projects, are still prevalent in how labor is governed in the Gulf today. The

modern kafala system retains the key characteristic of sponsorship by employer, which puts the

liability for worker control in the hands of the employer and minimizes the state’s responsibility.

All foreign workers are required to have the sponsorship of a local or a local company to be able
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to work in the GCC and in some states require a No Objection Certificate149 from the employer to

switch their employer. In the grand scheme of the kafala, GCC governments employ very little

regulation and still have a largely undeveloped set of laws to govern and protect workers. Labor

law codes are little more than 1-2 lines for each section entailing how employers are supposed to

give wages, working hours, annual leave, etc. This means that a lot of details are skimmed over

in contracts, and workers can easily be exploited during their day to day work. There is no set of

laws dictating the liabilities or repercussion against employers who abuse workers, and workers

who have complaints often don’t have the financial means to pursue a court case in the GCC and

have to return to their country. The examples of Bahrain and Kuwait below show just how

arbitrary labor laws can be in the GCC when the governing of workers on a daily basis is not in

the hand of the state. When comparing Bahrain to Kuwait, Bahrain has no minimum wage, set

working hours or overtime, or designated rest period for workers, meaning that the workers have

no law to refer to in case of exploitation. Kuwait is generally seen as more progressive than its

neighbors in terms of workers’ rights, but laws remain arbitrary. For instance, the law states that

workers must be provided with “decent food, clothing and, as well as medical care,” but to what

extent constitutes decent is left for the employer to determine. The notion that the worker can

consent or not consent to passport confiscation is also vague, since it does not include whether it

can be verbal or written consent, and the reality is that many workers in Kuwait still have their

passports taken away without being asked.

149 The NOC is legally abolished in Oman and Qatar (2020). State medias often frame this as “abolishing
the kafala system,” which is untrue given that the system of sponsorship is still completely intact for
anyone who wants to enter these countries.
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Summaries of policies, Based off Resource from NGO https://www.migrant-rights.org/

Meanwhile, a similar notion of racial capitalism still dictates the experience of workers in

the Gulf, except for the pivoting of the GCC nationals into a rank above everyone else. “Migrant

worker” is essentially a “blanket term for dark-skinned expatriates from the global south who
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live and work alone, are forced into celibacy, earning less than a fair living wage.”150 Like

elsewhere in the world, the dark-skinned workers are typified as ‘migrants’ while the white

“experts” are called “expats.” These racial constructs are encoded in the everyday experience of

the most unskilled to skilled workers in the Gulf. The unskilled brown, black, and Asian workers

are confined to their own quarter of the city, crammed into outdated vehicles releasing black

smoke every day to be shipped to their work places. The Industrial Area in Qatar is one such

place, largely inaccessible to outsiders, and full of police patrols who perceive workers as

troublesome.

The non-white worker is casually seen as a commodity while white workers or those with

degrees or passports from Western countries are treated as humans. This is manifested in the way

the human needs for leisure, recreation, privacy, friendship, and love are luxuries reserved for the

higher paid workers who can sponsor their family and afford to go out in the expensive GCC

cities. Even among semi-skilled or skilled workers with similar experience and levels of

education, there are no laws prohibiting different treatments based on race, ethnicity or

nationality. Even among workers of government agencies in healthcare, energy, or in the

ministries, employees with Western passports or degrees are paid substantially higher than those

from non-Western places who do the exact same work. With company housing, white employees

are often put together in modern housing compounds while other races are put into cheaper

compounds with outdated infrastructure. Workers today are still divided, classified, and treated in

vastly different ways based on the color of their skin and their passports.

At this point in my thesis, it is easy to blame all of today’s labor exploitation on the

British empire and let Gulf elites off the hook. However, it is important to keep in mind that

150 Vani Saraswathi, “Structured to Perfection: Racism in the Gulf,” April 11, 2020,
https://www.migrant-rights.org/2020/04/structured-to-perfection-racism-in-the-gulf/.
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since the end of British regional reign, Gulf elites have altered the system in which the previous

labor exploitation can instead benefit the Arab GCC nationals. They kept the features of labor

sponsorship that are beneficial from themselves and created new racial constructions of

exploitation for others. Recent studies of the kafala as a globalized phenomenon shows that

many actors, across the home and host countries, are benefiting off the exploitation of the

workers. Scholars like Zahra Babar, Andrew Garder, and Anhnga Longva have conducted

important works that explain the anxieties and motivation of the modern GCC states in

oppressing their workers.151

Implications of the findings

The findings of this thesis have several implications for the study of colonialism in the

Gulf and the study of the kafala system. First, it integrates the conversation of labor into the

literature of Gulf states development. Existing studies of Persian Gulf states modernization

history speak extensively about economic developments and the construction of

ethno-nationalism in the Gulf, but only from the perspective of the GCC nationals. The lens of

migrant labor reveals how economic development has been built on a system of labor

governance and classification that is heavily racialized. It also expands an understanding of the

legacy of colonialism in the modern GCC states. Whereas before British colonialism was often

perceived as a strategic protectorate relationship with the Gulf Sheikhs until the discovery of oil,

my study shows that colonialism played a big role in the structural economic changes and the

formation of the modern workforce in the GCC. This calls for more future postcolonial studies of

151 Zahra Babar’s “The cost of belonging: citizenship construction in the state of Qatar,” AM Gardner’s
“City of Strangers,” and Longva’s “Walls Built on Sand” are some essential works on this topic.
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the GCC, especially those that go beyond the notion that the Gulf was merely an “informal

colony,” to explore the political and economic ties to its former colonizers.

Secondly, the thesis offers a historical continuity that explains the emergence of the

kafala system. This colonial origin of the kafala asserts that it is a fundamentally modern

capitalistic phenomenon, despite an Islamic-sounding name. The kafala’s ties to globalization

processes illustrate that there is a global network of labor governance that is exploiting the

workers from countries that were previous colonies or countries. The tie to colonialism also

exposes the complacency of Western global conglomerates and corporations, which have been in

the Gulf since the early twentieth century, in the face of labor exploitation. Currently, there is still

a sort of ‘abolitionist’ Western media that condemns the labor practices in the Gulf while

ignoring the Western firms in the Gulf that use the exact same type of labor. The modern

contradictions in Western discourse and business practice feels like a modern continuity of the

paradox of the British abolitionist rhetoric while the empire was profiting off the region. Future

studies of the kafala system should further explore the role of international firms in forming and

upholding exploitative labor practices. Furthermore, since the racialized exploitation of the

worker is global, and at times very similar in other countries with a common colonial past like

Singapore or India, comparative studies of postcolonial labor governance will further inform

how the modern transnational labor market is affected by colonial norms.

Because of time and language limitation, this study focuses mainly on labor practices

within the GCC host countries using English policy documents. There are many other facets of

labor governance that I have not covered in the study, such as the cultural perception of local

employers or the experience of workers recruitment from the home country. Future studies
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should further explore labor under these different perspectives to offer a bigger picture of

modern migrant labor governance in the Gulf.
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